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ABSTRACT 
The present work represents the AA7075 and Powdered Activated Carbon (PAC) metal matrix composite was 

processed by down pouring stir casting technique. Invented metal matrix composites were subjected to hardness, 

tensile test, microstructure analysis, X-ray diffraction, energy dispersive spectrum, FT-IR analysis and thermal 

analysis. AA7075 metal matrix composites containing matrix and reinforcement. Microstructure suggests the 

relatively uniform distribution of carbon particles in matrix alloy. X-ray diffraction analysis and EDAX had been 

making sure the presence of activated carbon particles and its uniform distribution over the aluminium matrix. FTIR 

trace aging process, the simplest results have been got employing combo of complementary analytical strategies.  

Hardness and elongation test of AA7075-PAC composite enormously greater in comparison with basic AA7075 

alloy and few helpful conclusions have been drawn. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Metal matrix composites based on Aluminium are most promising materials because of glorious 

improvement in the physical and chemical properties, less price and skill shaped victimization typical 

material process methods.1,2 In joining the process of malleability and tensile strength of the aluminium 

material strength can be exhaustingness and modulus of tough reinforcement added in the materials, 

glorious properties in mechanical and thermal properties may be retrieved in matrix and reinforcement.3,4 

But there is some excellent opportunity in manufacturing top character values to get in metal matrix 

composites, the most important problems achieving glorious chain between matrix and reinforcement and 

decreasing surface feedback between strengthened reinforcement material and aluminium alloy.5,6 The 

unchanged approach involves the construction of reinforcing particles within the matrix material. Notified 

reduced size and distribution of strengthened particles in matrix fabric material to the opposite benefits of 

unchanged composites over ex-situ technique7. The structural and mechanical properties8 of AA7075-TiC 

composites ready by casting approach. The mechanical properties of stir cast9 Al7075/B4C composites 

have been represented with improvement in the properties. Authors investigated the mechanical 

properties and optical microscopic structure of MgO strengthened aluminium-based composites factory-

made up of a down pour stir casting method and metallurgy strategies.10 Studied the characteristics of 

A359/Al2O3 metal matrix composites victimization magnetic force stir casting11 methodology. Therefore, 

this work has been projected to offer the experiments needed to study of physical and mechanical 

properties like Brinell hardness, Vickers hardness, and ductility on the chances of reinforcement of PAC 

with AA7075 alloy. To trace the aging method12 the most effective results were obtained by employing a 
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combination of complementary analytical strategies like spectrographic analysis (FTIR), scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) and the energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDAX) has been done. 

Aluminium carbon particulate MMCs made by natural action techniques represent a category of cheap 

customized materials for a spread of engineering applications.13-15 It is accustomed create elements 

requiring tensile, and good wear resistance like aerospace and automotive vehicles parts.16-18 This has 

attended to enhanced analysis interest for appraising the result of the kind of weight fraction of 

reinforcement within the matrix and for various different procedures that area unit accustomed 

manufacture of MMCs.19,20 During this investigation varied AA7075 composites were ready by 

reinforcing completely different weight fractions of activated carbon and their hardness and tensile 

strength of PAC and thermal properties of matrix composites were considered. Literature from preceding 

works in a period of the terrain of AA7075–PAC composite demonstrated that no effort had been 

practiced for deciding the TGA analysis and FT-IR analysis of aluminium metal matrix composite.21, 22 In 

this investigation targets on the study of mechanical properties, microscope structure and thermal 

behaviour of AA7075–PAC composites. 

EXPERIMENTAL 
The AA7075 alloy had selected as matrix material in the instant study and powdered activated carbon had 

selected as a reinforcement material. In table 1 the chemical distribution of base alloys used in the instant 

study is reported. This AA7075-PAC composite was made by associate degree primitively created down 

gushing stir casting 23 methods as shown in Fig. 1. Clean AA7075 was implanted inside the furnace. The 

temperature had fixed at 100degC higher than the temperature of AA7075. When the entire melting of 

aluminium, another time the temperature had fixed to 100degC additional to reimburse the cooling impact 

made as a result of stirring. Particles were protected in tin foil sheet throughout the automated stirring. 

The stirring angle placed 2deg to stir well to make sure an intensive compounding of reinforcement. 

Throughout the mixing matrix, Mg (1%) was added to boost the wettability of reinforcement with 

liquefied aluminium element had been accustomed forestall return of liquefied aluminium when the 

inclusion of Mg. issue related to material running was conjointly drastically shortened during down 

pouring casting method. Pre-heated forged iron shape was placed at the all-time low of the chamber 

because of this the liquefied material may well be poured into a bottom pour arrangement. The rationale 

for choosing low share in reinforcement addition is to possess smart machinability. Manually composites 

were stirred during casing is done throughout the running of liquefied material Visual scrutiny was 

disbursed over the AMC to seek out the surface cracks. A number of surface cracks was not found. 

Materials were Presence and distribution of reinforcement was analysed and confirmed by doing XRD 

tests and SEM images. 
Table-1: Composition of AA7075 Alloy in 0wt % of PAC 

 

 

 

Hardness analysis 

Brinell hardness check was handled on all the casted sample composites of AA7075 alloy and its 

composites by adopting commonplace testing procedure.24 The hardness of the composite was measured 

victimization Brinell’s hardness tester as per ASTM standard (ASTM E384). It’s absolutely determined 

that the indenter form ought to be capable of manufacturing geometrically similar impressions, regardless 

of size, the impression ought to have well-defined points of mensuration and also the indenter ought to 

have high resistance to self-deformation. On each sample of casted material 500g of load enforced for a 

period of 10 sec. The check had applied completely different points covered to avoid the attainable result 

of the indenter crashed on the onerous reinforcement particles. The variation of hardness values is shown 

in Fig.-2. 

 

Tensile investigation 
During Tensile experiment each composite sample was created by the standard dimensions for tensile 

test25 ASTM E8/E8Mand universal testing machine (UTM) had been used to test all the samples. Tensile 

Alloy Zn Mg Cu Fe Si Mn Ti Cr Al 

7075 5.7 2.4 1.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.2 Bal 
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investigation of a material is mostly achieved to see the variation in tensile properties like the restriction 

of proportion, yield purpose, most lastingness, breaking strength, and share of elongation. Five specimens 

were used for every run.  The variation of tensile strength is shown in Fig.-3. 

 

 
 

Fig.-1(a): Stir casting setup of MMC Fig.-1(b): Preheater setup 

 

SEM analysis and EDX distribution 

Figure-4(a-d) shows the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image and Figure-5(a-f) shows energy 

dispersive spectrum (EDX) pattern and the atomic percentage spectrography of the different casted 

composites. Fig. 4(a) indicates the topographic SEM picture of AA7075-0%PAC composite associates 

5(b) displays the EDX of an AA7075-3%PAC composite. The fundamental peaks of metal and also the 

practical components like gas, Zn and carbon area unit known with high-intensity peak. The additional 

components like copper and Mg area unit known as terribly low peaks. Figure-4(b) shows the topographic 

SEM image of the AA7075-6%PAC composite. It is seen that PAC particles were principally within the 

sliding direction.26 Common casting defects like discontinuity and shrinkages weren't found within the 

micrographs. Fig.-4(c) shows the microscopic structure of the AA7075-9%PAC composite. 

 

X-ray diffraction analysis 
Figure-6 shows the diffraction variation results of the ready AA7075-PAC composites. These results 

illustrate the biggest peaks are a presence of Al and also the presence of carbon that is known with 

different intensity measured. The viewable carbon peaks will be determined within the matrix composites 

is shown. Increasing content of particles rise within the intensity of the activated carbon particles peaks 

also increasing oxygen fulfil of the composite is obvious. Three conjointly apparent the particles of metal 

matrix to the intensity of carbon and with the increasing of the composites peak are obvious.27 Al peaks 

display in higher angles if the increasing reinforcement particles with matrix content are additionally 

gives the distribution over the composites. 

 

Thermal analysis 
The test conditions of thermal analysis are perfectly identical for the TGA and DTA signals. It is usual to 

control the temperature in a fixed way either by a continuous increase or decrease in temperature at a 

constant rate of each composite.28 Thermal behaviour of AA7075-PAC composites was studied 

mistreatment Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA). Thermal analysis was performed, at a purge rate of 

100± 5ml/min and therefore the temperature increased to a 900 deg cel. Thermo quantitative chemical 

analysis (TGA) heating rate was 20deg cel /min. During TGA study the melting, ignition behaviour of the 
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AA7075-PAC composites was studied by this treatment. TGA integral curve provides the locate 

endothermic inflection points such as gas holes, and shrinkage, or exothermic phases and by-product 

DTA curves provide info regarding the differential thermal analysis to find thermal changes and 

temperatures measurements are often made at different temperatures so that these experiments can be 

considered to come under the auspices of Thermal Analysis. 

 

FTIR - Fourier Transform Infrared - spectroscopy analysis 

During this FTIR analyses the number of chemical bonds between molecules can able detect in 

spectroscopy analysis and also FTIR instrument is efficient for detecting practical teams and valance 

bands are characterized by the data of materials. A powdered sample of composites had been used to 

conduct sample observation. Here FT-IRs was the resolution limit is the just associated inverse of the 

possible optical path distinction, the ensuing spectrum represents the molecular absorption and 

transmission, making data concerning discontinuity of a sample which confirms quantity of mixture in the 

sample. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Hardness analysis 
The Figure-2 shows presence of hardness variation in each weight percentage of metal matrix composites. 

The hardness values of these casted composites have an associate enhancement has been found. Activated 

carbon is acting as a tough coating to the aluminium 7075 in this experiment so it is experienced that 

deformity material is increased. When the reinforcement is added to the aluminium matrix material the 

hardness of the matrix material is improved considerably. In fig 2 shows that the variations of activated 

carbon content with totally different weight fractions. The AA7075, accommodating the less hardness 

worth of 140Mpa and therefore the AA7075 composite hardness will increase particles concentration. We 

found from there compositions of each reinforcement material increases the hardness value. The high 

increase in hardness values in the matrix is pointed of PAC particles. But this can be principally 

attributable to the existence of carbon particles within the matrix AA7075 composition. 

 
Fig.-2: Variation of Hardness of AA7075-PAC composites 

 

Tensile Properties 
The tensile variation of AA7075 alloy, 3%, 6% and 9% of PAC content, were taken from the curves that 

characterize the weight with displacement and stress with displacement. From Fig.-3 the assorted value of 

AA7075 and9wt % reinforcement content. The particles content and therefore link explained about the 

variation with the results throughout the tensile results. Fig.-3 confirms that the last word durability will 

increase with the increasing quantity of commission within the composite. It’s ascertained that composite 
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shows higher final durability strength in comparison with unreinforced alloy. The most improvement of 

17.5% has been ascertained in strength with this reinforcement. 

 
Fig.-3: Variation of Tensile strength of AA7075- PAC composites 

 

Scanning Electron Microscope Analysis 
Figure- 4(a-d) despites that the presence of carbon particles distributed with the matrix material in the 

composition of AA7075 with different weight percentage of PAC. The variation looks PAC particles that 

are determined besides wide carbon confines has included in AA7075–6wt. %PAC and Fig. 4(c) shows 

additional particles in AA7075–6 wt. % PAC. When increasing level of magnification as shown in Fig. 

4(d) gives the bond between the AA7075and PAC particles have been determined conjointly the 

consistent circulation of PAC is determined on spread within the Al material. The individual PAC 

particles are easily identified by visual observation taken at the maximum magnification that state that the 

content of reinforcement material mixed with AA7075 considerably increases the limit of the interface 

between the composites. 

 

  
 

Fig.-4(a): SEM image of the AA7075 matrix with 0 

wt% PAC reinforcement with 30 micron magnification 

 

Fig.-4(b): SEM image of the AA7075 matrix with 3 wt% 

PAC reinforcement 
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Fig.-4(c):SEM image of the AA7075 matrix with 6 wt% 

PAC reinforcement 

 

Fig.-4(d): SEM image of the AA7075 matrix with 

9wt.%PAC reinforcement 

 

Fig.-5(a): EDX spectrum of AA7075 - 3wt % PAC 

composites 

Fig.-5(b): EDX spectrum of AA7075 - 6wt % PAC 

composites 

 

 
Fig.-5(c): EDX spectrum of AA7075 - 9wt % PAC composites 
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Fig.-5(d): Energy dispersive spectroscopy of the 

AA7075 - 3wt % PAC composite 

Fig.-5(e): Energy dispersive spectroscopy of the AA7075 

- 6wt % PAC composite 

 

 
Fig.-5(f): Energy dispersive spectroscopy of the AA7075 - 9wt % PAC composite 

 

EDX Spectrum Analysis (EDS) 
The presence of chemical element and the metallic element was ascertained within the composite material 

surfaces have found that shown in Fig.-5(a-c). The incidence of metallic element upholds the switch of 

metallic detail from the counter frame to the wear facade of the stick, while the chemical detail shows the 

chemical response. This composition is ascertained metallic elements in the admixture of materials have 

taken place under different unsteady surfaces; resulting structure varies of automatically form layers on 

the wear surfaces. During this regard, to get a lot of information relating to this peculiarity performed a 

supplementary investigation by EDAX Analysis performed on the whole surface of composites showed 

that the carbon content considerably will increase from the intermediate surface whereas the chemical 

element content showed an opposite tendency. Test results are shown in Fig.-5(d) to Fig.-5(f) EDX 

elemental analysis21 confirmed the presence of Al, Carbon, Zn, and copper. 

 

XRD investigation 
Figure-6 shows the X-ray patterns of extracted AA7075-PAC composites. The diffraction pattern clearly 

indicates PAC particles supported the relative fractions of the intensity of the PAC particles were 
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calculated. From the XRD pattern, the relative fractions of PAC particles found to be 100 percent 

intensity with the utmost peak happen at the reinforcement particles. XRD shows the particle speaks 

within the composite. Fig.-6 shows the XRD results of the ready composites with their intensity peaks for 

the composites with designed wt% of activated carbon reinforcement. These results indicate the presence 

of metallic element (in the biggest peaks), and therefore the presence of carbon particles and metal peaks 

that known23. The 100 % relative intensity is occurred at angle of 38deg which has high peak identified 

for wt% of composites. Visible peak have observed in the activated carbon reinforcement in the metal 

matrix composites. It has been found that the percentage of activated carbon content is increased in the 

composites increasing the peak intensity level that is shown in the analysis. 

 
Fig.-6(a): X-ray diffraction result of as casted AA7075 - PAC composites 

 

Fourier Transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) 
The FT-IR stored at a resolution of spectral varies of 4000–400 cm−1 by employing a Vertex 70-Bruker 

photometer. Within the case of FT-IR qualitative analysis used. Finally, all spectra were processed by 

means that of the composition of OPUS 6.5plus software. Atmospherically compensation, vector social 

control, baseline correction and one further enters elastic correction was applied too. In Fig.7 metal 

matrix, FTIR checks the graph shows fast also displays indication concerning about amendment in the 

formation. The broad optical phenomenon within the region around 3107.32cm-1 and conjointly extracted 

in 441.71cm-1. From spectrum analysis, we found out restricted investigations to the FT-IR results. The 

absorption band within the region regarding 1072.42cm-1 attributed to the multiple spreading. Within the 

region, the reduction of absorption has attributed to the reinforcement removal. The intensity is regarding 

1072.42cm-1 band shows the high attraction absorption indicates within the chemical structure of the 

composites. 

 

Thermal analysis 
DTA and TGA thermogram is shown in Fig.-8(a) and (b).From analysis temperature rate decreases which 

initiate some mass loss around 842.160C and ends at around 849.620C. The thermal stability of committee 

is above that of AA7075. Thus, because capitalize on the committee within the composite will increase, 

its initiation of ignition temperature will increase or gets strong. Once more carbon addition will increase 

the thermal behaviour of the AA7075–PAC composites. Fig.-8(a) narrates level of decomposition rate 

decreases. Al could mixable with atmospherically carbon to make associate corundum film that steady 

run proof. However, when heat the reinforcement heating this can be decomposed and this can be 

delineated in Fig.-8(b) that shows 0.1% and/or 0.2% reduction in the weight. Some of the properties are 

changed due to the mixture of strengthening content in composites. 
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CONCLUSION 
The mechanical characteristics of AA7075–three different wt% of PAC composite successfully made by 

stir casting method were studied intimately the subsequent conclusions were given: 

• Hardness and tensile strength value show increase level with the composition of activated carbon with 

the AA7075 matrix from its base value. There is Associate in high change improvement within the 

durability and elongation because of increasing level of reinforcement. Then, increase the quantity of 

reinforcement inflated the quality of the AA7075-PAC composites. 

 

 
Fig.-7: FTIR spectra of AA7075-PAC composites 

 

  
Fig.-8(a): Differential Thermal Analysis graph of 

AA7075- PAC composite, 

Fig.-8(b): Thermo Gravimetric Analysis graph of 

AA7075- PAC composite 

 

• EDS and XRD studies make sure the availability of AA7075, with reinforcement, has been found in 

the composites. 

• TGA/DTA shows that the increase in % of PAC100 percent inflated the ignition amount. 

• SEM images represent reinforcement elements are uniformly dispersed and the particles are interfaces 

each other is determined. 
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• FTIR intensity is regarding 1072.42cm-1 band shows the high attraction absorption indicates within 

the chemical structure of the composites. 
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